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frances mcdormand is perfect in her role of (the not-so) matriarch. the caring manner that she
provides her daughter in this short film as she tries to help her with her first love is what comes to
mind. meanwhile, tran engages into his first love with a bumblebee tattoo that only he can see - in
fact, quite a few people can see a difference between the two, except for the bee (and that's only if
they know what to look for). i hate the phrase "warhorse" but i guess it fits. with all the things i have
seen related to wwi, i have watched every episode of the bbc war series band of brothers, then made
it my mission to watch the many movies which it has led to. i saw this movie twice because i wasn't
sure whether it was good or not. i liked it, and loved the atmosphere and the cinematography. they
got it right! i recommend it to anyone. my boyfriend was gone when it was over, and even though i

knew it was meant to be a sad movie because he was missing, it was actually a great one. the acting
was solid, the style was interesting and the characters, while stereotypical, were still very in-

character. the dialog/script was near perfect, even though the ending was sad, the movie i enjoyed
the most was the sequences where the people danced in the street. it was the best

cinematography/acting combo i have seen this year, and i am really looking forward to seeing blade
runner 2049 when it comes out in 2017, thanks for the recommendation! in fact, the segments

together portray the entire historical timeline of the first world war. everything about the film is first
class, from the casting, the writing, the production design and the direction. it very much follows in
the footsteps of hollywood's forever ago, but builds on it. the performances are uniformly excellent,
and so is the original score by claudio simonetti, who composed the theme for the film. in addition,

the movie has got amazing cinematography and is also a 'breathtaking' visual experience.
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